Right to belong to a Virtual Classroom subject

Aula Virtual -

For all purposes, the faculty that officially consists of the POD of the subject will have access to the virtual classroom of a subject. As the responsibility of the teaching of the subjects rests in the Departments of the University, it will be the Department responsible for the teaching of the group who will have to know and record that information in the POD application. In this application it is possible, if it is considered necessary, to register a teacher and assign him 0h. of teaching to reflect its relation with the subject for reasons of coordination (or any other).

With exceptional character, and if it were not possible to modify the POD of the subject, the teaching staff with POD and, therefore, with access to the virtual classroom of a subject may authorize access to it to another UV teaching staff.

In any case, since the permission to access the virtual classroom of a subject results in access to data and materials of students and teachers, it must be the teachers responsible for the subject (Department or teachers) that explicitly authorize access to another faculty.